DIY Workshop

The DIY Workshop - Terrarium Therapy: is a fun, indeed serve as therapeutic elements and rewarding project that allows you to build a miniature nature indoors while exploring your creativity to make your terrarium uniquely yours. Trainers will demonstrate a step-by-step guide on how to make a terrarium. It can be conducted as individual or group projects.

Let's Get in Touch

✉️ yu@unikl.edu.my
🌐 yayasan.unikl.edu.my
📍 Yayasan UniKL, Level 30, UniKL, Jln Sultan Ismail, KL

Capacity: 10 - 20 pax
Package 1 (RM 100.00/pax 1 Day)
Package 2 (RM 50.00/pax 4 Hours)
Charity Terrarium (RM 40.00 each)

Provided
- Set Terrarium Basic Tools
- Potting Soil Plants
- Decoration Elements
- Container
- Step By Step Know How handout

Basic Requirement
- training room
  (with table & Chair)

Outcome / Impact
- Therapeutic Elements
- Team Building Activities
- Side Income
- Nature Indoors Decoration
- Special Gifts
WORKSHOP OUTLINE

PACKAGE 1: 1 DAY
SESSION 1
30 Min - Introduction
30 Min - Tools & Tips
30 Min - Selecting
2 hours - Coaching & DIY
30 Min - Review
BREAK
SESSION 2
2 hours - Coaching & DIY
1 hour - Presentation
1 hour - Summarise

PACKAGE 2: 4 HOURS
30 Min - Introduction
30 Min - Tools & Tips & Selecting
2 hours - Coaching & DIY
1 Hour - Review & Presentation

Pre Schools Module
Terrarium Kits
- Plants: Safe Plants
- Deco Elements: Miniatures toys
- Medium: Coloured Sand / Pebbles
- Container: Wood Containers
- Tools Kit

What You Will Learned
- Identify Colour & Shape
- Numbers
- Placement

IMPACT
- Fun
- Self Confident
- Follow Instructions

General Module / Beginner Level
Terrarium Kits
- Plants: Succulents / Mini Cactus
- Deco Elements: Branches & Stone
- Medium: Soil Mixtures
- Container: Small Wood Containers
- Tools Kits

What You Will Learned
- Basic Arrangement (Texture, Depth, & Deco Skills)
- Elements & Selecting Skills
- Focal Points & Perspectives

IMPACT
- Therapy (Mind, Body & Soul Coordination)
- New Skills
- Team Building

Advanced Module
Terrarium Kits
- Plants: Others
- Deco Elements: Branches & Stone
- Medium: Soil Mixtures
- Container: Glass Vase
- Tool Kits

What You Will Learned
- Theme & Artistic Values
- Plants
- Layering soil base

IMPACT
- Fun
- Advance Skills
- Side Income
- Follow Instructions

You don't take a photograph, you make it